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Agenda

• Motivation for using persuasive design

• Persuasive design (PD)

• Information architecture (IA)

• Potential of persuasive design in information retrieval



Motivation

• Web searchers are impatient, power-browsers with short 
time for retrieval

• Web searchers make on average 2 interactions per session 
and use 2 search terms per query

• Web searchers seldom utilize IA structures and search 
features 

• Web searchers look on average at less than 2 pages of 
search results

• Work place searchers have multidimensional information 
needs fulfilling numerous search facets: product, target 
group, genre

• Searching aids are still needed



Persuasive design

• Persuasive design is a new, fast-growing area of research 
and development

• The aim of persuasive design is to change people’s attitudes 
and behaviors

• Persuasive design consists of a set of concepts and strategies

• Persuasive design builds on interactivity between system and 
user

• Persuasive design has primarily been used to quit smoking, 
exercise more, manage a disease, take care of environment, 
buy goods



Information architecture

• Information architecture is the structural design that provides 
access to information content of web sites, intranets, portals 
and online communities

• Information architecture consists of 4 main components:

• Organization system

• Label system

• Navigation system

• Search system

Can persuasive design improve users’ ability to 
exploit IA structures?









IA system development

Context

UsersContent

Methods for data collection: e.g. interview, 

workshops, questionnaires, content analysis, log 

files
Mission, information behavior, policies, culture, 

technology, resources (time, economy, 

competences)

Content types, number, genre, usage, 

relation to work tasks

Target groups, information behavior, 

work tasks, search tasks, discourses, 

terminology

(Rosenfeld & Morville, 2007)



Rhetorical pentagon

situatio

scenaorator

verbares

(Hasle, 2006)

Situatio Context

Res Content

Scena Audience

Verba Form

Orator Sender



Persuasive design strategies

Tailoring
Customizing actions or information to user needs and 
characteristics

Reduction Making actions or information a simple as possible

Tunneling
Leading users through a predetermined sequence of 
actions or events

Suggestions
Suggesting a certain action or behaviour at the most 
opportune moment (Kairos)

Self-monitoring
Monitoring behaviour in order to modify actions or 
behaviour to achieve a predetermined goal or outcome

Surveillance
Monitoring the behaviour of another to modify 
behaviour in a specific way

Conditioning Shaping behaviour by rewarding a certain behaviour



Persuasive design strategies

Macrosuasion Microsuasion

The product has persuasion 
and motivation as the 
overall intent and sole 
purpose

The product so not have an 
overall intent to persuade, 
but incorporate smaller
persuasive elements to 
achieve a different goal

(Fogg, 2003)



Case study

• Case study of Startvækst (Start growth) containing articles, 
tools, templates, guides, law info, news, cases, advisers for 
entrepreneurs and business owners

• Focus on query formulation

• Searching

• Browsing

• Analytical framework 

• Information architecture components (Morville & 
Rosenfeld, 2007)

• Persuasive design strategies (Fogg, 2003)

• PSD model (Oinas-Kukkunen & Harjumaa, 2009)



Study design

• Case study of content web site Startvækst (Start growth) 
containing articles, tools, templates, guides, law info, news, 
cases, advisers for entrepreneurs and business owners

• Focus on query formulation

• Searching

• Browsing

• Analytical framework 

• Information architecture components (Morville & 
Rosenfeld, 2007)

• Persuasive design strategies (Fogg, 2003)





Persuasive design in IA

Principle of Reduction: making actions or information as 
simple as possible

• Browsing

• Integrated display of multiple information types, e.g. 
articles, news, advisers, events, templates, tools, cases, 
etc.

• Searching

• Query expansion, e.g. bridging layman language and 
expert language







Persuasive design in IA

Principle of Tunnelling: Leading users through a 
predetermined sequence of actions or events

• Browsing

• Sale tunnel  going through steps in sale and display: 
content from different part of site, related topics, 
information types, external web sites

• Searching

• Ideal search tunnel  for selected search tasks: searches 
related to specific work tasks, recall-oriented searches, 
precision-oriented searches





Persuasive design in IA

Principle of Suggestions: Suggesting a certain action or 
behaviour at the most opportune moment (Kairos)

• Browsing

• Cross references

• “Seasonal” promotion of categories

• Searching

• Suggesting additional search facets or search terms 

• Reformulation ideas in case of zero hits, large hit lists, 
small hit lists, simple searches





Persuasive design in IA

Principle of Surveillance : monitoring the behaviour of 
another to modify behaviour in a specific way

• Browsing

• Display of User tags, User navigation trails, Users 
recommend, Mostly read

• Searching

• Ranking based on earlier successful searches





Take aways

• Persuasive design is already in use and no revolutionary 
features appeared from the analysis

• Persuasive strategies provide framework to identify 
persuasive potential

• Challenges:

• Development of persuasive features and techniques

• Identification of zones of intervention

• Identification of useful user behavior (to survey and 
monitor)

• Identification of Kairos and ethical issues
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